
Exit Bee hires Neil Stewart as Business
Development Director as its client roster
grows
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The next-generation ad company gears up

to help even more agencies, brands and

publishers enhance performance standards

in online advertising

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, May 19,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Exit Bee, the

leader in micro-moment advertising, has

further strengthened its team with the appointment of Neil Stewart as Business Development

Director.

Neil is tasked with bringing new advertisers and publishers to the groundbreaking Exit Bee ad

format, as well as setting up and managing new programmatic revenue streams and liaising with

agency trade desks and demand- and supply-side platforms.

A highly experienced salesperson with a vast range of contacts in the digital advertising industry

and the global financial sector, he aims to bring innovative advertising solutions to the table for a

wide variety of brands.

Neil’s career has spanned two decades and encompassed a number of senior sales roles in a

range of businesses. Previously Head of Programmatic at lse.co.uk, Neil has also worked in UK

sales at global financial portal investing.com. With his network and his cross-platform

programmatic and display sales expertise, he will work tirelessly to help Exit Bee’s growing client

roster achieve their marketing goals.

Pavlos Linos, CEO at Exit Bee, comments: “Neil is supremely well connected in the online

advertising space - a true people-person who connects the dots in the digital age. In a world in

which everyone is vying for our attention, Neil understands that opportunities for digital

advertisers lie in between journeys, in the ability to seize micro-moments in an increasingly busy

and crowded world. He is a passionate supporter of our mission to reimagine display

advertising.”

Neil adds: “Attention is being recognised as the differentiator in digital advertising. To seize it, we

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.exitbee.com/


need groundbreaking ad formats combined with next-generation creativity. I’m delighted to join

the team at Exit Bee, which is committed to offering a unique product and outstanding service to

advertisers and agencies in the UK and internationally.”

Exit Bee uses pattern recognition and machine learning to serve timely, premium, brand-safe

and high-performance ads. It can detect and predict the micro-moments when users disengage

from website content and run next-generation formats to target users when they are at their

most receptive. Exit Bee’s technology leverages contextual analysis and natural language

processing to target users with relevant and timely campaigns, working with agencies, brands

and publishers globally and setting new performance standards. Its clients include the UK

Government and household names such as Adobe, BT, Citrix, Dell, Furniture Village, Seat, Skoda

and Sky. 

For more information: hello@exitbee.com

About Exit Bee

At Exit Bee, we recognise the irritation of having the online experience interrupted with banners,

pop ups and other digital display formats. Using proprietary technology and machine learning

we are able to determine when a user has come to the end of an individual online journey and is

preparing to move to the next activity. Because it’s on those moments between activities that

we’re all more likely to engage with something that we haven’t planned for. 

We call these micro moments: a brief period of time during which users’ attention becomes

available. At that moment we deliver creatively impactful display ads that are both contextually

relevant to the content most recently consumed, and in a format appropriate to both the

environment and tone. 

With evidence that shows up to 30 times increased engagement, Exit Bee not only offers a new

premium revenue opportunity for publishers but a versatile, highly effective display ad

opportunity for brands at a time when cut through is the holy grail of advertising.
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